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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXXIII No. 248

HAZEL HOME. WRECKED BY TRAILER TRUCK

Ib

r Shank

Crashes Through Home And
Misses Residents By Inches

Murray High And
Tornado Tonight

utt End

59F,

at the rear of the trailer came to
rest at the foundation of the south
well.
,
Driver Slightly Injured
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Booker Adams
The truck was driyen by Lesier
of South Hazel mIraculously escaped serious injury early this A. Ilenline, age 45. of Richton
morning, and possible death when Mississippi. He was carried to he
their home and, business was virt- Murray Hospital by an ambulance
ually destroyed by a -run-away" from the Miller Funeral Home in
Ha:zel.
tractor and trailer.
•
Reports from the hospital inlived
in
a
four
room
The Adams'
dicate that he apparently was not
shoo
house with an adjacent beauty
seriously injured. He was treated
on the west side of the Paris High- by an attending physician and reway just south of the stateline leased. The driver returned to the
road. The family was awakened this scene of the crash and the awening to the terrifying exper- some task of removing his tractor
lence
a huge tractor and trailer and trailer from the middle of •
,crashing though their home. • house.
Two wrecker,i from Bell and SoloThe tractor a.nd---tkailer owned by
mall's n
this
b
the Perry County Plywood Corn-oLiopaSnerviceCentoerrnofParuit
hand
morning
pany of Richton. Missisaippi left were
U. S. 641 this morning about-.5:10 no effort to remove the vehicle
• as it was proceeding north an4-,_had been made by ten o'clock.
House Total Loss
• amined into the Adams residence.
Actselly little remains of the
With terrific force it crashed
is deemed a total
'hrough the south wall of the structure
and continued its path -of loss by its olsmer and practilyhouse
scene tta4
des,:uction until the tandem wheels every spectator
By JAMES HARMON

Grid fans are promised a rare over 3,000 fans are expected to
opportunity tonight when undefeat- witness the contest.
Most of the fleet backs of Mured Murray High takes on a powerful Tdghman High aggregation. ray high are in good condition for
Both tearna are undefeated thus the game, however star fullback
far, Nowever Tilghman did mark Ben Hogancamp has been sick this
up a 7-7 tie with Louisville Flaget. week.
fiive hundred additional seats , The only comparative score avails'
have been added to the seating able for grid fans is the Bowling
capacity of Holland Stadium so Green game. Tilghman won over
Bowling Green 21 to 6 while Murray won over Bowling Green by a
score of 20, to 12. However as has
been pointed out by forecasters
for a number of years, comparative
scores are not worth too much in
evaluating teams.
The Tigers will attempt to keep
alive their unbroken win streak for
the year. Tilghman has added inecntive for the game tonight. since
they will want to hold on to their
number two position in the mate.
Several thousands of people will Murray High, in thirteenth place,
have visited Muir') M the Mike will also want to rise-in state grid
Sunday rolls around
ratings.
Tilghman, a-filth- Sehool- nf the
Several events will take piece, top three grades, boasts 1200 stuan one of which would draw a dents. while Murray's top three
number of people to our city.
Continued on Page Three
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Seen & Heard
Around
MURRAY

Tontoht Murray High plays Tilghman and this means that the town
will be crowded with grid fans
from this area.
Murray High will be the undertog in this case Tilghman. a school

at's
"

a

has 1200 students.
school
tags three
of the only,
The top three grades of Murray
High School might be 300.

IC

Just to be mercenary for a minute, this means that a good amount
of gasoline, oil, food, etc , should
be sold Friday and Saturday, with
maybe some purchases of most
anything sold by Murray merchants.

A parade will form in downtown
Murray at 6:30 p. m., and proceed
to the Murray State College auditorium where the former president
will be introduced by forme? Lt.
Gov Harry Lee Waterfield.

You can't do business without
1)
t. people and this situation will be
well taken care of 'Friday afternoon
and all day Saturday.
aThat is. if it doesn't rain.

Combs and Wyatt and Congressman Stubblefield will attend, and
speak at a barbecue in Murray City
Park before the parade.
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Truman will spend the night at
the new lodge at Kentucky D a m
Village, and attend a Sunday mornJudge Bob Miller says that ample ing breakfast for Democratic counspace for the press will be reserv- ty chairmen and chairwomen from
ed at the Truman speaking There the 1st Congressional District.
should be folks from all the towns
The Republican opposition took
around us to cover the address.
note of Truman's campaign visit
We see where Clyde Steele's to the state in the form of a letter
banty hen has some more baby to the former president from GOP
chicks. He has had more luck with state Campaign Chairman Louie
the banty roosters and hens than B. Nunn, who asked. "Why did
he did with the squirrels. The you fire Wilson W. Wyatt as fed"call of the wild" was received by eral housing administrator so quickthe squirrels and they left for I)" The people 2f Kentucky are entitled to an answer to this quesparts unkonwn.
tion."
Adams' Shoe Store has a nice
—CORRECTION —
new front. They not only have far
more window space. but the apThe arrest.of Taz Thornton was
pearance has been bettered.
at the Midway Truck Stop yesterFire Department out last night day morning and not at McCarty's
to extinguish the bon fire after the Truck Stop as reported in yesterMurray High pep rally was over. day's Ledger and Times. Police reported the arrest at McCarty's
The new mercury vapor street Truck Slot) and it was printed aclights are being installed in the cordingly, however the arrest was
alley ways in town_ This should actually made at Midway Truck
cut clown the loitering in alleys, Stop and McCarty's was nut involved in any way.
that leads to breakins.

Tiirlous onfoeiTir amv
in a
steady stream expressing di
'that the occupants and the, driver
could have escaped apparently with
only minor cuts arid scratches and
, amazement at he damage rinder: ei the building.
Crashes Near Bed
Certainly. Mr. and Mrs. Adams
were fortunate in escaping serious
injury or t1eath as the huge vethrough the house
Joe Johnston of Hazel received hicle raahed
n six feet of the bed where
the Citizenship Award presiented
Last night by Maisel W. 0. W: Cam,
A resident who lives across the
138 at its annual family night meethighway, Libby James, said the
ing held in the cafeteria of the
mash did not make a terrific noise.
county school..
But having already risen, she did
Johnston. an active member of
look out the window and saw the
the Hazel Methodist Church, has
wierd picture of a truck in the
been a civic leader in his commiddle of a house. She notified
munity for several years. He is
Cy Miller who arrived on the

Citizenship
Award Is Won
By Johnston

Truman Will
Arrive In The
State Today

Former President Harry S. Truo arrive in
Both teams are undefeated. Tilgh- man was schedule
man is a Class AA team and Mur- Louisville by plane today to speak
ray is a Class A team.
at a '$100-a-plate Democratic campaign fund — raising dinner toTilohmaz is rated number two night, and at Pikeville and Murray
in the sTaIlt and Murray High is Saturday.
rated number thirteen.
No ceremonies or greetings were
scheduled for the Standiford Field
1 Saturday the dank of Murray will arrival of the peppery former chief
put on an automobile show up executive, but Democratic campaign
town 1963 cars wip be displayed. officials said they expected a turnThis will be from 8.00 a. m until out of about 1.500 party members
for tonight's dinner at Freedom
Hall.
r P. In.
The Democrat barbecue begin4 at
He will be introduced by Gov.
3.00 and continues until 6.00
Bert T. Combs.
Saturday Truman and Lt. Gov.
Murray Stilte Co$lege will meet
Tennessee Tech at 1:30 on Satur- Wilson W. Wyatt, candidate for
the U. S. Senate, will fly together
day.
to Pikeville, for an hour-long ral•
A parade begins at 6 30 and pro- ly at the Pikeville High School
football stadium, scheduled for
ceeds to the college.
noon.
Former President Truman will
From there they will fly to Ken-peak at 7 30 at the college
tucky Dam Village State Park at
Gilbertsville, to eat and rest before
An them events should draw a appearing at a rally in Murray
pretty good crowd
Saturday night.
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Plenty Of Damage, But No One Hurt

New Directories
To Come Out Soon

'Robert Wyman Is Speaker At
Murray Rotary Club Yesterday

Soothe-1'm Bell's new telephone
directory will be coming your way
soon.
Delivery is scheduled to begin
October 24, Tom Brewer Southern
Bell Manager here, laid today.
"And you won't find a better
yardstick of Murray's pc.gress
than the new telephone directory." he said. -It allows just how
this area is growing."
About 6500 directories will be
mailed in this area. This is 1000
more than was distributed last
October.
"You should have your directory by 10-29. If not, please notify
the Telephone Business Office,"
said Brewer.
"When you get the new directory, please throw away the old
one. That way, there's no chance
of your looking in the old directory and tiossibly getting a wrong
number," he said.
Also, please look in the direct'y for a number before calling
"liijormation" said Brewer.
The claskfied section or yellow
pages has more listings for business and professional people, and
alphabetized according to the product or service looked for.
NOW YOU KNOW
By United Press International
There were 4,282.000 babies
born in the United States during
1961 at the rate of about eight a
minute, according to the Population Reference Bureau

Weather
Report
1
,
7 r•leali Press Internatiosal

High yesterday
Low yesterday
7:15 Today

Robert Wyman, General Manager
of the Murray Manufacturing Company was the speaker at the Murray Rotary Club meeting yesterday.
He was introduced by John Perfilio
of the Personnel Department of
the plant. Both are members of
the Rotary Club
The general subject covered by
Wyman sea employer-employee relations.
A number of benefits are provided by the company to better

11 Die In Wreck
As Bus Somersaults
BERKELEY, England 111PG — A
small bus carrying a group of teenagers and parents collided with a
truck in heavy fog and somersaulted down a highway Thursday night
killing 11 Of its 12 occupants.
Another six persons were injured seriously as other vehicles
piled up in what was believed to
be the worst highway accident in
British history.
The minibus was taking members of Bristol's Filton Methodist
Youth club to Chelternham to receive prizes in a school contest.
Another bus loaded with passengers following just behind the
minibus swerved
through the
wreckage. One car crashed into a
ditch trying. to avoid the accident
and a second car overturned.
Seven of the dead were teenagers. Three others were parents
and the 11 th was the driver.

Gordon Enix Wins
Color Slide Award

70
46
A-2(' James Gorden Enix placed
50 second recently in the color slide
"Scenic" category in, contest sponWestern Kentucky — Partly sored by the Air Force in the l'acloudy and mild today, high 75. cific Theatre.
The area covers Hawaii to Japan.
Increasing elepdiness and a little
Enix won 81500 and second place
warmer tonight:low 55. Saturday
mostly cloudy-slid mild with chance title for his work. Ile also won an
honorable mention in the color
of showers by afternoon.
The 5 aa m. (EST) temperatures: slide "Experimental" category.
Enix is the son of Mr. and MN.
Louisville 45, Lexington 49, Covington 44, Bowling Green 47, Lon- Albert Enix of Murray. His address
don 41, Evansville, Ind., 49, Hunt- for those who wish to write him
is A-2C James G. Enix, 1957 Comm.
ington, .W. Va 38.
Kentucky Lake, 354.8,, all kates Gp., Box 217, APO 953, San Francisco, California.
closed.

relationships with employees, he
said, and to provide a better and
more pleasant atmosphere in which
to work
There are numerous things done,
Wyman said, such as providing a
clean plant in which to work, providing air conditioning where feasible, and maintaining good air
circulation. The circulation of air
in the foundry, he continued, calls
for a complete change of air every
two minutes.
There are nine major fringe
benefits to.employees at the plant,
Wyman told the Rotarians. These
include a vacation plan with up to
three weeks of paid vacation, seven
paid holidays, a hospital plan, life
and accident insurance, a pension
plan, Social Security, Unemployment Compensation,, Workman's
Compensation, and a fully staffed
and equipped first aid room.
•All of these nine major items
are paid for by the company with
no contributions by qui employee,
he said. These benefits amount to
about one-fifth of the total payroll,
he said, and are in addrtion to the
total payroll.

Fox Hunters Will
Meet In Paris Next
Week For Four Days
Fox Hunters from a wide area
are expected to converge on Paris
Tennessee and Henry County next
week for the Flarpeth River Fox
Hunters Association bench snow
and field trials, Monday through
Thursday.
The bench show is set for Monday evening at 7 o'clock at the
Paris city auditorium, with Ernest
Jones as the judge. Prize fox
hounds will be shown in 7 or 8
classes by their owners and trainers. and the public is invited to
the show. There will be no admission charged.
The first cast will be Tuesday
morning. October 23 at daybreak
at the old Dumpling Hill Church,
between Mansfield and Henry, Tennessee on the blacktop highway.
The Association is expecting 300
hounds for the opening day's cast.
Location of casts for Wednesday
and Thursday mornings will be
announced at each morning's cast.
Walter Lewis will be the master
of hounds.
The hounds will be quartered in
kennels at the Paris Livestock
Co.. barns.
The Paris committee assisting in
arrangements for the trials is headed by Virgil M Baker, and consists of Ray Peebles, Lawrence
King, A. E. Eskew, Forrest Paschall, Phillip
Wyatt, Mitchell
Rawls, Hogan Simmons, Joe Wheeler and Hoyt Miller

The purpose of these fringe'
benefits are several, he continued.
The management feels that they
build loyalty down through the
years, and also provide the employee with a sense of security.
The employee is aided because he
receives the benefits and is relieved
of many doubts concerning the
future. The company -benefits because high type employees are atBrooks Phillips. of Benton, starttracted and each employee is given ed out by plane Thursday, but reincentive to do the best job pos- turned by truck, with his dismansible.
tled plane in tow.
Phillips was forced to land his
Increased productivity will offset the cost of the fringe benefits, light private plane on U. S. 641
Wyman said The company attempts Thursday afternoon when its ento absorb the cost and not add it gine conked out while he was flyon to the selling price of their ing in the area.
Ile used a stretch of the highproducts.
way about a mile east of the CumThe only threat, he concluded, berland River bridge as a landis that foreign nations, using low ing strip.
"I want to command the drivpaid employees, might produce a
ers of the five automobiles behind
product far more economically than
me and the one coming toward
can be done in Murray. These pro- me. They all slowed down quickducts conceivably could offer real ly grid gave me room," Phillips
said.
competition.
The plane was q.uickly pushed
Dwight Crisp was a guest at the off the read and was dismantled
for the overland return.
meeting, of Vernon Hale'-

Leaves By Plane But
Returns By Truck

•

Joe Johnston
the immediate past president of
the Hazel Chamber of Commerce,
and a former member of the Hazel
City Council.
The award recipient is an unopposed candidate for the Calloway County School Board in the
Hazel District.
The handsome bronze plaque was
inscribed. "In appreciation of commendable service to community,
state and nation, this honor plaque
is presented to Joe Johnston by
the local camp of Woodmen of the
World."
Approximately a hundred people
attended the barbeiire supper. The
camp presented a set of Compton's
Encyclopedia.
Wallace McCord, Hopkinsville,
Hean Consul of the Kentucky Jurisdiction was the guest speaker.
Jimmy Thompson, Consul Corn
mender of Hazel Camp, served as
master of ceremonies.
Music was furnished by a string
band.
DAUGHTER IS BORN
A daughter, Lesley Gayle, weighing nine pounds one ounce, was
born last night at the Murray Hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Freddy Herndon.
Paternal grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Herndon of Murray
route five and maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Beane of Sycamore Street.

scene with an ambulance.
Mr. Adams said the driver climbed out of his cab and walked out
of the house through his bedroom.
Diesel Ran Away
Trooper Dillard of the Tennessee
Highway Patrol quoted the driver
as saying "the diesel traetor he
was driving 'ran away' and he
could not shut off the engine nor
could he stop the truck."
No skid marks were found on
the pavement where the vehicle
left the road. Neither was there
an apparent effort made by the
driver to turn the curve. The truck
left the road at the very outset of
the curve and followed a near perfect straight line.
. Jumps Embankment
It left the road by a U. S. 641
highway marker, crossed a grader
ditch at the edge of the road,
ploughed down a four foot embankment, knocked over a telephone pole and crashed into the
center of the dwelling.
Ironically the destructive path
of the "run-away" truck that might
have easily brought death to the
driver - and Mr. and Mrs. Adams.
missed by only a few feet a sign
advertising: a revival at South
Pleasant Grove Church,
Pleasant Aspects Too
The freak accident which resulted in damage of such gigantic proportions had its pleasant aspects
too.
A little pet dog of the family
was buried in the rubble. But after
the accident he was heard yelping
for freedom and was released unharmed. Jim Adams, Mr . Adams'
father, spends several days a month
with each of his children. When
he stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Adams
he slept on a couch in the living
room.
The couch on which Mr. Adams
would have been sleeping had he
been there was hurled to the far
side of the house_ by the huge
tractor.
Complete Destruction
It is hard to describe in detail
the destruction which occurred, in
a matter of seconds: The bedroom
wails and the northwest wall of
the house are still standing but
are severely cracked. The north
wall is flattened down to the bottom two or three runs of blocks.
Furniture was strown in every
direction. A kitchen range is
nothing but so much sheet metal.
Many of the contents of the home
are still buried under the rubble
Continued on Page Th...
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eeed to offer for sate Abeam Court
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT, Oalluwey Circuit Court, Kentucky house door*in Murray, Kentucky,
Bank of Murray, Pl'ff
te the highest bidder, at public
KENTUCKY
PUBLISHED by LLIMEIR & TiMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc..
auction on the 22nd day of OotobVS.
Pl'ff.
Stubblefield
Clara
Coosplidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes, and The
Bank of Murray
P111.
Dublin Autos, Inc. and 0. 0. er, 1962, at one o'olock pen., or
Fiaies-Herald, October 20, 1928. and the West Kentuckian, January
VS.
ys.
1, 1942.
thereabouts (being County Count
Dublin, Deft.
0. 0. Dublin and wife, Cantle Willie Jackson and husband SherDay) upon a credit of 3 months
De.f'.t
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
:dale Dublimkt. B. Scott and wife, rill Jackson, et al
IN EQUITY
the following described property,
Gladys Soots
Dert.
EQUITY
We'reserventhe relent to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
virtue of a Judgment and
By
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best inIN EQUITY
One 1960 Chevrolet Tractor
By virtue of a Jittigrnent and Order of Sale of the Calloway
terest of our readers.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale of the Calloway Circuit Court, rendered at the Serial No. OC-135149368
One Ford 1956 Tractor Serial
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
Order of Sale of the Galloway Circuit Court, rendered at the Sept term thereof, 1962, in the
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.,
Circuit Court, rendered at the Sept. term thereof, 1962, in the above styled cause for the sum of No. F60Z8H22288
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
One 1957 Chevrolet Tractor
Sept. term thereof, 1962, in die above styled Cease for division $3,841.75 date of sale until paid
above styled cause for the stem of of property, I shall proceed ta and all costs herein, I shall pro- F60L7H21831
Faltered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
One Francis Transport Trailer
$5,900.00 at the rate of 5% per offer for sale at the Courthows
Second Class Matter.
103A
annum from 18th day of July, door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
mainly 4.430 feet to a point;
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20c, per
Dem--Francia._Traosptet_ Trailer
4061 ale.> lodgement hrir $33.83-at highest Mekterediteptilaile
Mrerieb -South Mrdeierees 2 minmonth 85e. In Callaway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.30; else102
6% interest from the on the 22nd day of Octobekt, 1962, utes West and
of
rate
the
passing a conwhere, $5.50.
One Haul-away Trailer T-102
4th day September, 1962 until at one o'clock P.M. or thereabouts crete monument at 30 feet fore
One 1936 Ford Tractor
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
paid, and all costs herein, I shall (being County Court Day) upon
total distance of 1788.9 feet to
For the purchase price the purIntegrity of its Newspaper"
proceed to offer for sale at the a credit of six months the follenvthe point of beginning and conchaser with approved security or
Courthouse door in Murray, Ken- ing described property, to-wit:
taining a total of 134.5 acres
securities must execute Bond,
FRIDAY - OCTOBER 19. 1962
tucky, to the highest bidder, at -Beginning at a point in the
more or less."
bearing legal interest from day
public auction on the 22nd day
Easterly right-of-way line of the
For source of tile see Deed
of sale turnl paid and having the
of October, 1962, at one o'clock
N. C. & St. L. Railroad (100 ft. Book 76 page 559 and Deed Book
force and effect of a Judgment.
P.M., Or thereabouts (being Coun- right-of-way), said point being 76 page 558 of the
office of the Bidders will be prebered to comty Court Day) upon a credit of south 19 degrees 44 minutes East Clerk of Calloway
County Court, ply with these terms.
six months the following describ- 32.2 feet and south 77 degrees Murftay, Kentucky
By United Press Intemetiessal
Carl B. Ringing
ed property, to-wit:
and 44 minutes East 56.7 feet
Master Commissioner
For
town
the
in
lot
Murray,
of
"One
the
purchase
price
the
by
14
a
purof
line
center
the
from
of
LAUREL Miss.- Dr. M'illiam D. McCain, president
Calloway, County, Kentucky
Kentucky, and on the south side
26.5 culvert. No. 34.2 under said chaser with approved security or
alumni
an
promising
Mississippi.
the University of Southern
o20e
of Poplar Street; beginning at a
railroad; thence South 84 de- securities must execute Bond,
..
stake on the south side of West
group he would strive ttz preserve segregation at the school:
grees 13 minutes West 1248.5 bearing legal interest frorn day of
Poplar Street, 200 feet West of feet to a concrete monument; sale until paid end having the
"But if I get my back to the vall. I want to ask you and
the nerthweet corner of Kelly thence South 2 degrees 26 min- force and effect of a Judgment.
1 friends of the university to stay off the campus and trust
Woods' home place, and at the utes East 343.6 feet to a concrete Bidders will be prepared to come to handle it."
northeast corner of a lot owned
monument; thence South 85 de- ply prom-ply with these terms.
by W. B. Spauling; thence south
grees 27 minutes West 421.6 feet
BONEY
N.
Carl B. Kingins
FRANCIS
DR.
with Spauling's east line 225 to a concrete monument; thence
OCRACOKE ISLAND. N.C. - Stanley Wallah, a 74
Master Coremissioner
feet; thence east parallel with
North 6 degrees 18 minutes West
.ir old fisherman who has seen worse hurricanes than Ella:
Poplar Street 70 feet; thence 852.8 feet to a concrete monuo5,12.1111c
North parallel with Speuling's ment; thence North 77 degrees
"We just stay indoors'and wait for it to pass. No sense
east line 225 feet to south edge 34 minutia East 378.8 feet to a
brave when one of them is outside."
of Poplar Street; thence West eoricrete monument; thence Nor-with the SoutIt edge of Poplar th 5 degrees 1 minute West 535.9
winPrize
STOCKHOLM - Hugo Theorell, 1955 Nobel
Street 70 feet to the pent of feet to a point; thence North 84
beginning."
degrees 59 minutes East 314.0
e*: on the Nobel science award to•thrre scientists for work
Fir the purchase price the pfir- feet to a point; thence South 13
Students returning to MSC this fall, as well as those
•
jib DNA:
chaser with approved security or degrees; 2 minutes East 229.2
just embarking upon that grand and glorious ex"They have shown us how to read the secret language
securities must execute Bond
perience known as college life, were greeted by many
feet Si a point; thence North 76
'life."
bearing legal interest from day degrees 50 minutes East 103.9
new things: new buildings.- new rules, new fashions,
of sale until paid and having the feet to a concrete monument;
and perhaps most important of all, new faculty mem0
1.
ON LOCATION
* IN PLANT
force and effect of a Judgment. thence North 13 degrees 2 minbers.
• •HANIMOND. Ky.-Tommy I lenson. 13, to Guv. Bert T.
Bidders will be prepared to com- utes West 399 4 feet to a conThe social science department was aptly reinforced
Call
For
Free
Estimate
mbs, who toured this economically depressed community:
ply promptly with these terms.
this fall.
crete monument; thence South
One of the new members is Dr. Francis N. Roney
"Can you pleage find my daddy a job?"
Carl B. Kingins
88 degrees 19 minute!' East 828.0
who teaches history in the new location, 3rd floor,
Master Commissioner
feet to a• point in the Easterly
Wilson Hall.
o5,12,19c
right-of-way line of said N. C.
interesting
and
new
a
MK
to
brought
ha)
Roney
Dr.
PLaza 3-2552
& St. L. Railroad; thence North
areas
his
of
one
was
This
histery.
Chinese
course in
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
19 degrees 44 Mitalte3 Wee and
Vitginia.
of
University
of study at the
•47ALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT,
with said railroad right-of-way
He received his bachelor of science degree from
KENTUCXY
line 1234.3 feet to a concrete
was
he
1900
in
and
1962
Hantpdereftythiey C-ollege in
Fannie Catherine Jackson, and
monument; thence North 83 deTwo homes burned ersterda) near New Concord on NIur- granted his master of .rts from the University of Virgrees 04 minutes East 1812 1 feet
her husband, William T. Jackson
-Completely Self-Storing
ginia. In June he will formally receive his Ph. D. from
Tay route use. Both were reported to have caught fire from
PI'ff
to a concrete monument; thence
the University.
hardware. Self-lubricatSefective flues. minutes
40
degrees
10
North
VS.
while
Univereity
Dr Boney taught part-time at the
ing for constant ease of operaB
n
o
l
y
N
ng
'
uilch
Ohio,
wife,
to
lam
or
more
feet
his
565
and
Wee
Toledo.
Rutledge
Pete
employee
Jimes
of
an
39.
McClure.
; Arvk in Eton
working on hit degree.
tion
Havana Rutledge, and Erruna Lee the center line of hist Fork
He was born and reared in Virginia and has a soft
ftate Hospital. who 'suffered burns in a fire at the hospital
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His Major Interest
Is Chinese History

keing

EXPERT

RUG & UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING
-.-

BOONE'S LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

i Ten Years Ago Today

r

Bucy S

STORM WINDOWS

•

Supply

!I•

•

!WHEN WILL MS BE CURED?
Say when.. with your dollarsl

CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOE

•

'America's newspaperboys

No.n9

help keep freedom in your future'

of
ular part

•

•

reg-

Carpenter,

•

•

Spacecraft Center,

COMPLETE AUTO AND TRUCK SERVICE

Houston,

Tana

CUT FROM SQUAD

Keep freedom in your future with

1.AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALISTS IN AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS

209 South 7th

Murray, Ky.

Street

'SAVINGS BONDS

The
SAN FRANCtSCO
San Francisco Warriors have asked
%enters un former North (muYork Larese. The roster
Itna
cut !dimmed the Warriors' squad
to 12 players for the start of the,
National 'Basketball Association
season.
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Coach Don Shelton's gridders
cept lip the home-and-away routine
iaturday by winning their third
lame of the season and third game
in the road while dropping all of
heir home games.
I
- The Racers rill into a fired-up
.7413 temn and really had their
sands full, however, the defense
ield up well and the Thorough)reds came out on top by the
--,core of 15-12.

wins

VERY

N PLANT

•

.

PRODUCTION
CREDIT LOAN
is GOOD
FARM
BUSINESS...
,

rINDOWS

-Storing

•

number of points given up by the
Racer defense.

when they meet the Hilltoppers
from Western here Saturday with
the starting gun scheduled to go
off at 11 a. m.
Coach Tom Ecker's squad has a
record of 2-1 so far in their first
season -of competition. .The Hilltoppers have beaten Bellarmine
and Cumberland while dropping
a dual meet to the University of
Kentucky.
Tom Graham, freshman from
Scottsburgh, Ind., turned in the
best time for the 'Hilltoppers in
their meet against Cumberland as
he finished -second on the threemile course.
The MSC cross-country course is
a little over three miles, starting
in Cutchin Stadium and going out
in the direction of 16 and 18
Streets and returning.
Coach Furgerson stated that he
thought the winning time would be
around 19 ;2 minutes.

,

ither-sealed in-

rts:t
,.
fr; l'or7,. it
46'.

k

Pit,

Tech Is Winless, But Murray
Can't Seem To Win At Home

4

It's Just Good "Noss-Sense" to Borrow Where Folks
Are Interested in You and Your Farm Financing Needs

BUY FINER
NYWHERE

HERE'S WHY•
• PRODUCTION CREDIT provides loans for on needs to help
you form more profitably.

S3-5712

• You borrow on o planned and sound repayment plan
shot you con offord--ond you pay only SIMPLE INTEREST
on the daily outstanding balance.
.
• PRODUCTION CREDIT LOANS become a useful service in
planning your FARM BUSINESS-specifically tailored for
your nerds

•

let PCA show you how to SAVE on farm loans-loans made

hy folks who know form business and a farmer's needs.
Always See Your PCA FIRST I

•

Early Bird League
All of Murray's five games have
Oct. 17, 1962
been close ones, the Racers winning one game by a single point Ramaduds
8
4
and the other two by three-point Norgettes
7
5
margins and losing by one and Misfits
7
5
three-point differences.
5
7
4 Ifs
Standing 1-2 in conference play Wildcats
5
7
and holding a longshot chance for Hangovers
4' 8
a share of the loop title, Murray
High Team Single Game
will be in improved physical condition for the 1:30 pan. ((ST)
579
Wildmts
battle with the Golden Eagles.
Norgetites
•
576
Halfback Vic Kubu, who twist4 Ifs
566
ed a knee three games ago, may
be ready for limited action, alHigh Team Three Games
though he still hasn't been able
1638
to partake in contact drills. Tackle Norgettes
1598
Harry- Kotagides, the Racer kick- Ramaduds
1556
ing specialist, may also play after Wildcats
missing two games because of a
High
Ind.
Single
Game
All things considered, the game leg injury. Minor injuries belong
prornises to be a olift-hanger.
to defensive players Jerry She!-, Essie Caldwell
184
104
"We're aware that Tech is win- ton, Bob Ware, end Bob Sandlin, Katherine Lax
Martha Shoemaker
164
less," Coach Don Shelton said,
"but we've seen them play a couHigh Ind, Three Games
ple crf times and we know they
Essie Caldwell
515
have a better ball club than the
record indicates. They've made a
tradition of winning and they're
not dead yet."

Both Murray State and Tennessee Tech will be trying to solve
embarassing problems here Saturday afternoon when those two
teams clash in an Ohio Valley
Conference contest.
Murray's chief tremble has been
winning at hustle. The Racers have
lost two games this year and both
of them were played here. Their
three victories have come on the
road.
Tech, on The other hand, will
strictly be out for a victory, and if
the Golden Eagles got it, it will
be their first of the season. Coach
Wilburn Tucker's team has lost
five straight games, the last three
against conference teams.

Jackson Purchase

307 N. 4th

Murry

PLaza 3-5602

ire"

FORT JACKSON, S C (1:1P1, —
Private Tom Meschery. 6-foot4
driven by her LOA, Eugene Akers,
property of the San Francisco War$S, struck a troctor—trailitr in
riors of the National Basketball
Brewnstewn Tvrp. near hero.
Association, was recovering today
Don Shelton
from a simple fracture of the left
CATIETTSIMMIG, Ky. CPU — Fu- we phiy," Shelton said. "We don't forearm sustained in a regimental
neral services were held today for kink for a picnic"
basketball game Monday night.
.
James Madison May, who died Wednesday at the age of 100. leaving
FIVE DAY FORECAST
80 surviving members of his family,
1
including
five
great-great-grandchilBy United Press International
I
dren.
LOUISVILLE
— The extendContinued front Pao* One
ed Kentucky weather forecast for
SHEPHERDSVILLE. Ky. run —
Saturday through Wednesday issErnest W. York, 31, Worth. W. of wall board, concrete blocks, ued by the U. S. Weather Bureau.
Va., was being held in lieu of plaster and timbers.
Temperatures for the five-day
The trailer which was some two
$5.000 bond today on charges that
period will average from three to
or
three
feet
higher
than
the
flat
he took a total of $578 from Mrs.
six degrees below the Kentucky
Nellie Oyler, 116,-on two occasions roof of the dwelling pushed the normal of 56.
built-up
roof
in
front
of
it
as
it
by posing as • federal official
Louisville normal extremes 67
checking pension funds. Hit also rammed through the house.
1969 Ford sedan parked on and 44.
is charged with choking Mrs. Cy- theA north
Minor temperatures changes are
side of the building is
ler when hio went to her home
partially covered by a huge sec- expected until cooler weather the
last Wednesday.
tion of the roof and numerous first of the week. Rainfall will toblocks. It has a cracked windshield tol one-half to one inch in rain
LOUISVILLE 111Pt — Douglas
and countless dents. Actual damage over west portion late Saturday,
Mescher of Covington was elected to the
car won't be known unitl it and over the entire state Sunday.
president of the Kentucky Whole- is
removed from the debris.
sale Grocers Association during
Even the TV antenna on top of
the group's state convention here
the house was badly bent.
Thursday. J. B. Douglas of HarSuch comments as "God certainlan was elected vice president and ly
was with you," and "someone
of
,Middlesboro
was
Roy Robertson
must have been watching over you"
Continued front Page One
chosen as one of eight directors. were
common statements heard at
the scene this morning as neigh- grades contain about 300 students.
LEXINGTON, Ky. MIT, — A
bors and friends talked with the
Paducah's two halfbacks Shaui
Fayette Circuit Court jury Thurs.
family.
and Croom will present the biggest
Rimy acquitted Mrs. Sarah Dixon,
Mr and Mrs. Adams feel they problem for the Tigers. Both are
56, of Athens, of charges that she
were lucky in spite of the fact they flashy runners and are responsible
boat her husband. Charles Dixon, lost
their home, their beauty shop, for most Tilghman scores this year.
to death last Feb. 4.
and the family car was darnaged
Murray has Tommy Wells, Don
in the freak accident.
Faughn, Don Lee, Ronnie Danner,
' RICHMOND, Ky. WV — William
No charges have been made as and Ronnie Edwards to carry the
J. Rahter, Resistant regional direca result of the incident as yet.
baggage and they do it well.
tor of the Poet Office Department,
Cane time tonight is set for
will speak at cerenxmies Sunday
SWANSEA. Wales
British $00 p. m with admission 75e and
dedicating a new U. S. Post Office
Empire
welterweight champion SI M. A parking lot is available
building here.
Brian Curvis said Wednesday that on South Ninth street for fan partX-rays showed he had suffered a ing.
left hand during his Tuesday night
The Murray High Band. 95 strong,
over Guy Sum lin of M o- will be on the field tonight with
•
bile, Ala.
another' outstanding show.

aillion
about
aillion
their
i.aders

IT'S NOT WHAT YOU DO
. . . IT'S THE WAY THAT
YOU DO IT!

•

imthe
great
as like

And securing • loan for buying, building,
or remodeling is included in this timer
proven phrase. -—

a reir.

MtnI and

•

Young Men's Building
And Loan Association

of our

,ure of

ter,

Plan soundly when you decide to make
important moves . . . and finance those
moves in a solid way. Consult

N.

•

41

*
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:enter,
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Texas
SI
408

SAW,II!
'
MI tiV.1145

INSURED'
.1,0

E. Broadway

165
162
— 153
138
137
135

*
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,
;
.
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ANTI-FREEZE

$1.59

Installed
Tax Paid

MARTIN OIL COMPANY
Second and Main Streets

Hazel...

Murray...

e part

Essie Caldwell
Katherine Lax
Murrelie Walker
Joye Rowland
Carol Hibbard
Martha Shoemaker

WASHINGTON 43)1J — The 87th
Congress set a record for talking.
Its members filled 42.496 pages of
the Congressional Record during
their two sessions, topping the
mark of 35,958 pages set by the
86th Congress.
The .Senate out-talked the House
26,459 pages to 16,077.

DETROIT 11PU — Mrs. Lonie
Akers, 112, of Wallins Creek, Ky..
was killed Thursday when a car

'
Production Credit Ass
n.

many
Bonds
ners —
1g and

Top Six Bowlers

SETS RECORD

Bob Ware
We are reality going to have
to germ, just like hi every game
Sy United Press International
but all three are expected to be
ASHLAND. Ky 1.11,11 — Dedicaready by game time
tion ceremonies will be held Nov.
The contest originally was
8 for the new $39 million Big Sanscheduled for 7:30 p.m., but was
dy_ power plant of the Kentucky
snowed up to 1:10 -becauee -of a
Power Co. at Louisa, general manconflict
ager F. N. Baker said Thursday.
Goy. Bert T. Combs will speak at
the ceremony.
MESCHERY BREAKS ARM

•

Finance this
easy, low-cost way—for
TODAY'S FARMING NEEDS

479

s Katherine Lax

Looking back at the scoring in
t
t he first five games, we find that
Murray has scored 55 points to
its opponents' 52. The total margin
of score in the two games the
Racers dropped adds up to a grand
total of four points.
The three games the Racers
World Serifs Delayed
wound up on the winning side
weren't one-sided by any means., The World Series was delayed
The total point spread of the three several days due to hard rains in
Gary Foltz, Racer co-captain,
victories amounts to one touch- San Francisco. The record for the
urned in a tremendous defensive
down and conversion or seven number of days to play a series is
!Hort, blocking a Vol field goal
13 days, set back in 1911. The
ittempt, and knocking down a po'''''
;fould-be I)Thill touchdown pass.
In all the Racer games, victory typical "Murray weather" left close
I
or loss, the decision has been by to six inches of rain on the Candlein feet, in the Past five tames, no more than three points. That stick diamond and that's kind of
he whole defensive line up has adds up to a lot of close games wet for any sport except swimming.
If the series had been played in
lone a creditable job in holding and that is what the fans like.
town the opposition's big °Hen. Murray last year, they might not
have gotten it in at all, besides
ave guns. The most points they
Harriers Have Perfect Record
save given up in one game is 14
The MSC cross-country team put setting new records for the most
Shelton had plaudits for severoints and six points is the low their perfect record on the line days taken to complete a series.
al Tech players, but singled out
s
Quarterback Jimmy Ragland and
Halfback Jim Shaeffer, whom he
- KENTUCKY NEWS
tabbed as "two of the league's
I
, BRIEFS
4A
&test gilayers."

EANERS

Self-lubricatease of opera-

I

By Bob McGaughey

mmissioner
Count), Kentucky
o20c
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YOUR ONE CHANCE
1.

To see and examine all the New 1963 Model
Automobiles offered by Murray dealers!

2. To see first-hand for yourself why two 1963 cars
are miles ahead of all the rest!

To know that you have shopped the field and got
CP•
"The Deal"!
5
.

arn —

"Mad Knight" Finally
Unhorsed, Jailed

Tomorrow.(Saturday)

TOKYO We — The "mad knight"
of Ota," a 16-year-old cycle-mounted eccentric who has been victimizing women in violation of every
law of chivalry, was unhorsed and
thrown in a dungeon here Thursday night.
, The youth, whose name was withheld, prowled the dimly-lighted
streets of the Ota district, carrying a home-made lance consisting
of a three-inch surgical needle
mounted on a bamboo pole. At
sight of a lone woman, he would
race in, jab where the target was
: largest and then speed away.
He emerged triumphat from nine
' such jousts, but a policeman happened to be handy when he charged 77-year-old Miyuki Kishi Thursday night. The youth could offer
no explanation for his conduct.

CH 7-6543

5th & Poplar

Mayfield, Ky.

UNTIED NATIONS, N. Y. VII —
Eighty-seven countries Tuesday
pledged $126,072,000 for the U. N.
expanded technical assistance program and special fund at an allday pledging conference of the
General Assembly.

8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

HATCHER RP
- Your Dealer For -

MERCURY and RAMBLER

PLEDGE AID FUNDS

•

It's The Bank of Murray Auto Show

THEY MUST BE KIDDING—Before the seventh and final game
of the World Series in Ban Francisco, groundskeepers had
to water the infield of Candlestick Park, which had been
flooded with six inches of water by three daya of rain. The
infield had been covered too well and the ground was too
hard under the gram.

The One Participating Dealer That Welcomes
This Comparison Challenge!
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Miss Linda Wilson Becomes Bride Of Lonnie Mrs. Jack Belote
Wayne Barrett At Goshen Methodist Church Presides At Meet
Of Association

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - PLaza 3-4947
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Jimmy
my Parks, Mr. and Mrs.
Herndon, Kenneth Oakley, a n d
George Williams.
The next meeting will be held
6, at 7 pen.
on Tuesday, November

MURRAY, KT.

Initiation Held At
Murray Rainbow For
Girls Meet 7'uesday

•• •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
Ut thit Rainbow for Girls held As
regular meeting at the Masonic
Hall on Tuesday evening at seven
o'cinek with Miss Phyleis McNutt,
worthy advisor, presiding and
lindMrs. Patricia Parks, recorder pro^
Mrs. Luvean Maupin was
tem, reading the minutes.
en for the meeting of the Lydian
Plans were made for a 'Part.Y to Sunday School Class of the First
be held at the Lax ninth on Keine Baptist Church held on Tuesday
tucky late on Saturday, Novem- evening at her hiene.
ber 3, and for the bake sale to be
Presenting an informative and
by
d
coretucte
breve at 10 am,
held on the court Illqua re on Sat- inipiring devotion was Mn. Clayne
The West, Hazel Homemakers
Friday. October 19th
MunMesdarnee Bel Warren, Ray
Club met for their October meeturday, October ne beginning et borne Jones Mrs. Mac Them',
The WSCS of the First Me8 am.
Church will continue its 1:Jen- day, Conrad Jones., a n d
ing in the home of Mrs. Con MilTarry, president, presided at the
An initiation was held with the meeting.
sen study at the 90Clig hihii of Petersen. Hustethes wall be ilex- stead at 1:00, Octuber 9th. '
degrees of the order being conThe business meeting was conthe church from 9 to 11 a.m. on dames Juseeph Berry, Cecil Fame,
lenney arrangements of roses
ferred upon Maas Sherrie Diane were used at vantage pointi.
"The Ran of Elan Asta" web Mrs. Buford Hurt, and Solon Sbacitel- ducted by the president, Mrs.
ford.
McCuiston.
Richard Nesbatt, with Mrs. lecekti
Jinn- Nance an charge.
throughout the .house. Refresh•••
The WSCSof title Hazel Metbo- Jones leading the devotion.
Mrs. Trances Churchill. mother
ments were served by the class
deg Cburch will begin a mission
advisor, announced that tern Lu- otticers to the eighteen persons
Mrs. Henry Dumas gave the
Saturday. October 20th
cille Ross wisbed to meet with all
The annual fall rutsmage sale ander on The Ran of East Asia" lesson ori "Accessories For You"
pre-sent.
7 pm.
which was ennseed by the 10
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•••
be
will
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members present.
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2.1, at 1:30 pm. in /the conference
Mrs. Johnny Orr lead the recheld at the American Legion Hall.;
•• •
23rd
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Tuesday,
room oaf the Murray Hospital.
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Ca
reation period. The meeting adjMembers present were Phyllis
Earry Whayrse, or Norman /Clapp / The Kirk:Rey Parent - Teacher ourned by saying the club would
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new
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The Wendell 0 u r y Chapter,
Club
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Pottertown Homemak
Stars and Masons present were
Tickets for one dollar may be Alia" ttaal 9 to 11 am. in the DA.R, met Sawn-ley, October 13,
held on Wedneeday afternoon at Mrs. Churchill, Mr. and Mrs. Jimpurchased from any department Weil bail with Mrs. Jobn Name in the private dining room of the
• •.•
one o'clock.
memben Carrunittee members are
.Collegsate Restaurant with Mrs.
The president Mrs. J. A. OutTheatedny. Ositeiee Sea
Mesdanaes Lenvel Yates,
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land, presided. The reading chair(enliven, C%Irnie Hendon, J. B. . The Haag Methodist Cburth
Mrs. J. D. Peterson of Benten,
man, Mrs. Lucy Alderdice, read
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Kern. T. C. Emerson 111. sod prayer and sell denial at the the meeting in the absence of the
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w
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and excerpts from articles by two
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Lunt* being served at nom.
was the theme
Lesatutity - visitors to Hong Kong.
Time"
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During the social hour the
OLD Ult4C4 PAIL JOINS THE OLD Co. in Chicago, dlacarde
The chairman preened a n d
very inspiring devotion
Mrs Ralph, &hearth, of the
15ex 12
ter*, employe of the ILO Electric
guest speaker,
welcomed ene new member, Mrs. hostess,
the
by
presented
fully tient:nano dining
delicious ertrestunents to
his old lunch pail as the city's first
Murray, Kentucky
turkey,
Brunk. Nineteen members were served
Moody.
carat
T.
George
118 Su. 4th. PL 3-283fi
members in the fee- Mrs.
room goes into operation. The dispensers and a green
present Refreshments were serv- the fourteen
potato
Ratreshmentis were served durbeet stew or Salisbury steak with
Thirteen
hour.
ed by me hanesees, Mrs J. D lewshap hall. • • •
ing the social
vegetable for 50 canes.
Hamilton and Mrs. Burnett Warmembers were present
terileid.
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Social Calendar

The Wuneann etesocitheton of the
Ooliege Perelbenbesion armee nist
at the church on Monday evening
at eight' o'clock with Mrs. Jack
lielote, president, presiding.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey gave the
devetion. Mrs. William Fugue announced final peens for the rum"nag, vale to be held &gurney,
October ne befenning at 730 a.m.
at th/2 Legion Hall.
Reports from the workshop
held at Hopthinsville were given
by Mrs. Charlie Crawford, Mrs.
Henry McKenzie, Mrs. Charles
Simons, and Mrs. Edwin Larson
with the letter giving her report
in the form of a skit with Mrs.
Paul Lynn taking pert.
Tb e hoetesses, Mrs. William
Pogue and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey,
served a dessert course to the
members a n d one guest, Mrs.
Snyder of Canton, Ohio.

West Hazel H'makers
Meets ha Home Of
Mrs. Con Milstead

Lydian Class Holds.
Meeting Tuesday At
The' Maupin Home

Pottertown Club
Meets Wednesday
At The Curd Home

DAR Chapter Holds
Meet On Saturday

6

PERSONALS

sorc.

_ PERSONALS

1q14

-

Mrs. T. S. Herron
Program Leader At
Arra Dunn Meeting

Circle V Presents
Program Ai First
Baptist WM'S Meet

WE'LL
IIDEEP CLEAN"
YOUR WATCH
WITH SOUND!

o

WANT A
HIGH SALARY
. JOB?
IBM

Mrs. Lassiter Is
Program Leader
For Circle! WSCS

MACHINE TRAM

NaLt

Parker Home Scene
Of Dorcas Meeting

.cv6DuFFY ram

Furches

OPPORTUNMES

çr

07—

• Jewelry

g

NIC

• • •

eeneranineen"

YOU'RE ALWAYS SACS*
WvIEN YOU INSUIZE WITel

Tucker Realty and
Inaulance Co.
PL. 3-4442

502 Maple

BOULMETIS WINS FOUR

CAIIDEIN; W. J. Ifl - Jockey
Sam Boulmetts booted home a enuring quartet at. Garden State Park
Wednesday Boulmetis won with
Silver Ego $5.80. Flamingo Wan
34.20. All Brandy $700 and Star
/1
need 34 00.

•

MURRAY LOAN CO.
Tokpholis Pt. 11-40,11
ROI W. Skis St,
"YOUR NOME-OWNED LOAN CO."

FRANK PRESENTS

1

1 BANK R

ELBOW
LOUNGE
of PADUCAH
Owl at 9th
Phone 443-1471 '

BOB HOLMES and
the TRENDS
featuring
CONNIE CAMPBELL, Vocalist
, thru Saturdey
Monde)
8:00 p.m. to 1200 p.m.
NO COVER CHARGE

Circle II en the Wrman's Society of Christian Service of the
Punt MetSodirt Church met in
the sena' hale of the church on
Tuesday afternoon at two-thirty
teclnek.
Mrs. Autry Farmer, program
chairmen, was in charge 4f the
study on "Around the Rim sif
'East Asia." She was assisted by
Mrs. le R. Putnam arid Mrs Alice
Jeerer. .
The clerman, btrY. A F Doran.
led the opening prayer and discussed ten mission Only being
held at th, yhunilth. The roll call
and minutes were by Mrs. Isaac
L. Clanem, secretary, arid the
treesurees report by Mrs. E. W.
Riley. The clo-ing prayer was by
,0. C. Wrather.
Mr
Halloween decorations were
ed throughout the nom and the
same motif was used in the party
plate served to twenty-two mom, hers including one new mereber,
Johneten. and two
Mrs.
guests. Mrs. E. L. Jones of Garden
City, N.Y.. and Mrs. W. C. Butterwerte, by the hostesses, Mrs.
Isaac L. Clanton and Mrs. Rey
Cable.

• ••
..•11•••••••••••••.
•••••••••••••••••

TODAY!

Mrs. Autry Farmer
Leader Of Program
At Circle II Meet

and SATURDAY

IINCONQUERABIE BARBARVINS OF THE SE/1!

GUliSOF

BLACK •
WITCH

4

•••••••

.COLoRscoPE
PLUS
)!• *
ONE GIRL TRAPPED in a
200 MEN and
RING of STEEL!
-ode

'LOST
BATTAUON

•
75-mile en-tour gale
LSAVE 25 DEAD-Torn loose by
HOWLING WEST COAST STORMS
• neon sign landed on a used car In a downtown
Cease.
Wait
the
lasted
winds that
the two heillog storms
least 23 persons were left dead by
lot in Eureka. Calif. At
and northern Calltentln tog, bre days.
that pounded waatungton, Oregon
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ih held on
r home.
an informative and
ition was Mrs. Clay4.
Mrs. Mac Thomill
tat, presided at the

angernente of roses
at vantage points,
he house. Refreshservied by the class
be eighteen persoris
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AUCTION SALE

SATURDAY THE 20th at 1 P.M
Electric stove, Maytag washing I
FEMALE HELP WANTED I
machine, thifterobe, kitchen cabi- t
nets, beds, tables, dhairs, and
SEE IBM TRAINING OpportuniAnsterns.
household
many other
ties on the Amusement Page next
•tique Items: Spinning wheel, dinltc
movie ads.
to
ner bell, one organ good shape,
one Edison phonograph. One smell
Shetland pony. Hubert Coles, HoLOST - FOUNe
ol9c
tel Higtway.

FOR

SALI

REGISTERED BOXER, 3 YEAR
old male, has had pesmanent vaccination, ideal city pet. Phone
Mrs. Ben Nix, PL 3-3785 steer
5:00 pm. or J. D. Jones, HU 9tine
2183.

HI-NEIGHBOR CAFE - ON Eel
Main - Doing good business - All
equipment complete - Your chance to own a going trueinees for
only $3500. PLulturn & Thurman
LOST: MAN'S ELGIN Sportsman Insurance and Real Eetate. PL 9black
with
oNlic
AUCTION AT THE tame enist watch, silver
4451.
and
T. W. Erwin, 21 miles leather band kat between 3rd
Con- 88 HEAD REGISTERED HERECrossland on the Cross- 4th on Main Sheet, Reward.
ol9p fords. All or part. Also 118 lore
Wierwal Road. Saturday, tact Ledger & Times office.
farm with 2 modern thomes. PL 3otlOc
4581.
USED MAYTAG WRINGER type
YOUR MURFLAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
washing machine and double aluminum tubs, in good condition.
olOt
Phone 492-2263.

I

PUBLIC
of Mrs.
north of
land and

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
ADDING MACHINES
end TYPEWRITERS
Soles & Service
Akifer & Times

00e MORE FA.Ral SOUTH SIDE
Oki Concord rd. about 5 mi. S.E.
from Murray. Soil bank payment
$528.00 - full price only $0300.00.
Claude L. Miller Reel Beate and
Insurance, Phones PL 3-5064, PL
019c
3-3059.
1959 CHEVROLET 2-TON truck
3-1914 with 61x8 ft. Hercules dump bed.
Completely reworked, 6 cylinder
engine. Has been run less then
500 miles. Clean. Phone PL 35319 atter 6:00 pm. Fred Gardner.
PI 3-1914
ol De

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Ledger & Tunes

.

FL 4-1414

DRUG STORE&

PRINTING
Louie& Ttmes

PL 3-2347

trot, Drage

HOUSE TRAILERS: COMPARE
TYPEWRITER RENTAL
INSURANCE
this place 2 bedroom 10' wide 1958
ERk'ICE
AND
'raze°, Melugna ea lioaon
Travel home, only $1995. Also 35'
3-11118
PL 3-3415 Ledger & Times .
Gen insurance
Travelmaster, $1195. Also eevertel

IS SLAYING - Sett, 21. socialite niece
Montgomery ChM
I slaying her Italian
d, Piero a Brentanl,
ka nude body was
her padlocked bedextinstre Beacon
Illtfr Boxton.

•

urches,
Jewelry
4th-

•

Pl. 3-28:17)
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CHAPTER 21
touch. You know? Let me nave taVe rely sliaOtly rat-A co a
ERKR a lady by the name 'a try at her"
Idais at the tar end of the room,
TIO1 Louise Humboldt Re"If you tell me what you with 5 moll-nand clerk and a".
member the name, Duncan?'
other man who at:armor said,
' plan." said Varalio.
Vic Varallo asked.
And simultaneously Duncan ' was from the prosecutor's at"Doesn't ring a bell," Ross said, -But your job. Susan-1 rice All the. police officers were
called up Met one ay one. to
Duncan replied.
hate to think of you-"
"sae was• tnead et yew ex-, She waved away the Job ini- give evidence: the equeg-clig,„
wife. I say wee There's reason patienUy.. "Don- be silly. Ross man tirreo had been Milt at
to believe that she'd quarreled this IS more important than scene of the crime, Varallo,
with her recently. It seellell that aro job! Fee got a week's sick (FUoanor, the two esaroaera.
Eli lens and she both belonged have accumulated aneway, and The pea was examilled.
Though true room wasn't
to a little bridge club where the • 1 do ket In the papers along
large, the acoustics must have
stakes were higher than usual with you they'll probably be
been bad, for their voices were
for friendly games"
only too glad to let me take IL hardly audible to the other
wit"Helene was a fiend for Dona fuse"
nesses in the row Of folding
carat ' said Duncan. "She wan
-1 hate to think of you InIxed chairs near the door, where a
airways naving people In fur up in Usis-- Damn it,
fat bailiff gat presumably to
bridge. It was one Or the— make it sound as I!-"
prevent any of them escaping
Well, it there's one thing that
"lie is," said Susan to Laura.
The coroner asked tnaudible
bores me, It. cards. Any Sued "quite the pat-loin, isn't he?"
questions, the witnesses vire
Of Cards. And as you might ex- Laura said men were, when It
inaudible answers and tha clerk
pect, I'm the world, worst concerned Women they thnught
took It all down on his shortplayer. But Helene was good." • aa lawful wives. Al well as
hand machine. After the ponce,
It seems," said Varallo.
the pollee surgeon was called,
"Prom a couple of reported conDurcan asked. "What are the and then Mrs Starr. She was
versations, It might be that this chances. Varallo7not kept long Then Duncan.
Humboldt woman lost more than
Varallo Said, "Don't shove me name was called, and he got up
Vie could afford to Helene, and 1 don't know. It's like the case and walked up to the long table
maybe was being dunned. Quite X borrowed from, friend-all and sat deem In the folding
recently, Mrs. Humboldt—who, up in the air I'll promise you chair beside the coroner.
by the way, is Married to a Una, we'll have one damn good
The coroner was a long thin
husband much older than her- try at It. Because rm Curious man, looking gray and rather
self —has been reported as call. And, shall we say, don't whit borect He led Duncan through
tag Helene 'money grubbing' to we the world deprived of an the whole thing again: the dimid so on. But, on the other honest insuranoe agent."
vorce. the Dotting of alimony,
hand. I see some reason to
"Oh. well," said
Duncan. the effort to get the alimony
doubt that reading of it. It "what the hell/ Take the long reduced, the failure. The mph/icould have been that Helene view-only another traurance ns:ea to which he had been
was' blackmailing
her over sale/man, tote of us around."
driven in consequence.
• • •
something else."
The loss of his pen (Duncan
-Too melodramatic," said "TO Duncan, the inquest pro- almost expected him to say, alLaura Varano, shaking her head. • duced in htm exactly the leged loss), and feeler, to men"Why?" asked Duncan.
same feeling as nad his divorce tion it to aityone becauseY 0 ii and consequent economic bleed- "What? 1 didn't quite get-"
"Rather elementary
her,
she
LI
gave
knew
Duncan.
ing: an Inmense eurprteei He Duncan told Inc what he'd told
someone credit, in a card game had vaguely imagined an in- Varallo last night: how he'd felt
to
—earned her, BO
Speek-of quest to be conducted namewas lurk one more thing, and
lent money outright, would she what like • trial in miniature. said Damn and let it go. It
have done it on trust, a verbal
But the boniest on the body sounded very lame.
agreement?"
of Helene Duncan, called at ten
But surely, be thought, they
She
no.
thought o'clock that Thursday morning, can see that a supposedly In"Heavens,
money
of
ton omen
was held tri a rattler small, dusty telligent man wouldn't have
"Yes. She'd have got an room on one of the upper floors acted so stupidly- And rememnot
and
it,
And having
of the new county courthouse, bered that Varian° had said the
getting paid, she'd have taken presided over only by the °ae- facts were the maul thing, 41
LOU.
that
very good care est
on*, with the aid of a clerk.
they'd kw* at He was asked
Hut no such thing was found In
Dunran had called a lawyer about ilea& and said join is
her
safetyher apartment or
last night: a bare acquaintance, Little as possible, feeling theadeposit box. That's why I say Boyd Garland, whom he had tweat in the palms of his hands.
talk
bitter
Louise Humboldt's
He was led through all the
been introduced to, on the golf
about her might be over a debt course, by a mutual friend business about the phone call,
legal."
—lee.
Quits some time ago: tt roan and borrowing Varallo's eat,
"What kind of woman Is been nearly three years since he and driving out there to hunt
Morgan
she?" naked Susan
could sword golf. But Garland for the nonexistent address He
was the only lawyer he knew, made the mistake (apparently
. suddenly.
"Never laid eyes on her my- and he remembered liking him, It was a mistake) -et trying to
Self.The report said, tall. casually.
tell the ttoroner what he'd just
blonde. about thirty-tame-naryGarland was waiting for him learned himself last night, that
means
that
type,
whatever
steps
when he and Va. that whole business had bee*
on the
ells
-lives in an expensive house In railo arrived. Garland was look- borrowed from a British murLS Canada. Husband's a broker ing serious and upset; he looked der case of twenty-five years
in L A I'd like to know more more upset when he beard all ago
there might he nomething"
the details He kept Saying uso
The coroner interrupted lent
"Mr. Varallo, I want to help happily, "But I haven't much testily, saying that had no bearon this I see how it's going to experience In criminal practice " ing on this present case. He
Everybody was there; evident- was asked formally if we murbe hard for you and that sergeant. I want to do something, ly, said Varano, this! was to be der weapon found In his car
and I think maybe a *Man a Rai-dress one, an evidence wile MI own property, and decould get at this Humboldt taken and a verdict delivered, nied It "All right, that's all,"
quicker and
reeler instead of the pollee case being said the coroner.
. woman
D'you see what I mean' reserved and an adjournment
please "
given to allow more time for
"That one be wanted to see
investigation.
"Well —" said Varallo.
rvidently t h e In person because it would be
-I see what you mean, about prosecutor's off^e didn't think raider to judge Ile from truth
police routine and en on. tint more time a•ns needed.
." the story continues here
sometimes like the personal
The coroner sat at a long tomorrow,
sgrahrdi

!

. High•frequency
waves drive a special
wg solution deep into
nost recesses of your
to scour loose all dirt,
md dried oil. We call
asonic Cleaning-the
ate, modern way to
en the finest, most
watch works spar•
clean Bring your
in today.
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LIVESTOCK FEEDERS
Feed prices hay( dropped drastimally. Now is the time to put
those hogs on full feed.

iff-1.-1 WANTED

WANTED

RENT

2 LrNFURNISHED ROOMS. Mary
WANTED - 2 MEN WITH CARS
Lamb, Hazel, Ky Phone 492-3163.
for route ARM*. Work by appointCALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
ment. Must be dependable. Age
tfc
IMP. ASSN.
22 - 40. $80 weekly guarantee to
start. For interview wantte PO.
Box 482, Mayfield, Ky. Phone
o3lc FREE el-LAIN SAW CHECK UP.
SHOE CLEARANCE SALE. $1 & 247-3908.
Bob will check your carburetor.
$2 pair - all new shoes - In baseignition, bar chain and sprocket
ment crf Murray Hatchery, South
5IS0e to Yesterday's Porrie
o22c
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
free of charge, offer good reFourth Street.
FOR RENT
mainder of October only. Bob's
3-Type of
ACROSS
SOUMM OMMOM
10 ACRE* Or LAND WITtil new
Investment
o20c
Lawn & Garden Center.
MOMOmu MMOOMO
UNcloth
9-Resinous
EIDECORA'TED,
-Corded
NEWLY
,R
cold
1
and
4 nun Souse, bath, ivot
substance
bar4-Resorts
M3 EOM RR=
water, busk ins. Also /a 3 room furnished four room apartment.
10-Hall!
ing mineral
M1M [MOM MOU
M.
Burkeen
CHARLES
SUPPORT
21-Communist
Gel
springs
entrance.
back
and
house, lend under good fence, on Front
WODU UMOMO MU
17-Alcohol
Winglike
board,
school
Iooturty
for
fenciadate
only,,
ammo 6101.1M1UN
radical
good road Well located 6 miles heat, storm windows, adults
121-Organ of
Tuesday,
District,
Ahno
Malden
Faxon
111hearing
0000 MEM
o22c
from Murrity, ran be bought for Call PL 3-1672.
loved by
1S-To dye
1313335330 DUM00
November Oth. Your vote appreZeus.
14-Part of
$5,000, $2,250 in notes can be
OM NOIOM MOM
u19p
22-To pester
church
ciated.
transfereel at the bank.
MO ODOM W100
24-Pronoun 16-An enzyme
25-Solo
-Enraptured
Plenty
16
M@OM EWAN ME
4 ROOM HOUSE WITH
26-To liquefy
18-Insignincant
=OW=
INSTRUCTION
GRAMM
with
EASIER
CLEAN
OARP'ETel
of closets, good well of water,
37-1-]-----een
30-Samoan
01210132 OMMOM
tree (131
barn owl
the Blue Luetre Electric Shamgood garden, on a large lot. A nice
23- 011Iseed
31-Toward
pooer only $1 per day. Crass
29-Sly animal
place on highway. 11 mile from
22-Seine
46.E.ers-ed,o
20.POSed for
23-Moham.
3S-Peculiarity
ol9c
Furniture.
city emits, for quick sale $3750.
shrub lid 1
portrait
mettan
40-To brag
-41-Note of scale 47-Possessive
prayer
NICE THiREE BEDROOM BRICK,
32-Ilecanters
prunoun
:
Music
43leader
FOR ISM TRAINING
13-Shy
bulk-Ira, electric heat, air condi45-Sooltlab for
moderato,
NOTICE OF SALE.
27-Elf
18-38
Women,
10
.
rolls
"/MY
36-Chinese
(abbr.)
loud
Distant
washer
29tion. Wired tor automatic
The undersigned will on Mon49-To piece out
44-iAtvlan
20-Cubic meter
37-Crystalline
To Troin As
50-Careless
and dryer, wail located on paved
45-To rip
limestone
31- Within
day, Novernber 5, 1962, at 1:30
32- Wheel
street. Nice lot in 3 blocks of food
o'clock p.m. offer tor wile to the
tooth
market, can be bought at once
H.
P.
the
bidder
113-Islet
best
and
highest
Key Punch Operators
10 "
34-Preast not
RLIM9
, I=
.
W.4 MI6 7 ...C.
MI2 3 M
for $11,000. Possession with deed.
containing
lot
and
house
Tnornton
Earn $300 to $500 a Month
35-To unbend
u
AV
saying
ALSO SOME G 0OD FARMS,
and
27-Witty
acre
li
*A%
approximately one (I)
W
10 Men, 18-40
26.Obese
17
large and small.
it
located approximately on e (1)
89-To mix
To Train As
nil
of
W. H. BROWN REAL ESTATE,
40-Body
mile east of Murray on Kentucky
water
111
Purdom Bldg., telephone PL 3Highway 94. Said residence is of
41 -Behold!
Sig111
•••••
Mil
ill
42-A cupid
3432, Res PL 3-1311, Murray, Ky.
MACHINE OPERATORS
brick conetruction, and contains
2I
et-Laymen
MINIM
o22c
*5.v.
er
Computer Programmers
47-I nexpres.
five (5) rooms.
272*
sible
SYSTEM PLANNERS
Sale will be for casie held on
61-Stinging
Insect
Earn $400 to $800 a Month
the premises to be sold. Deed War
Mk u
31
I litiskiou OmptiONMZ:71
62-To seise
wx
ill
be delivered within one hour of
For interview in your area.
63-Narrow, flat
36
”
board
fill
nd mail c‘eipon to
sale.
...*Amm
...
I
64-Ordinance
HUMBLE OM AND MINING
AV 41
Seller reserves the right to reBox 32A, r. Lodger and
65-01.serves
..•.•:•: LA
39
Compariy, marketing &so Prod66-Theme
;::::$
C.:•:••11
ject any arid all bids.
Townes
67-Bitter vetch
ucts, has several new service StaWELLS MERSEY, Executor of
46 3
giii
X.
M.
"
IN
.
tions under construction in WestDOWN
COUPON
P. H. Thornton Estate oI9,28n2
30
0
0
47
mm Kentucky. Applicants select11 51
1-To harvest
Name
ed will be offered six weeks paid
2-Comfort
32
-Attractive
3
Addre..
veining program. Send new, adMALE HELP WANTED
MI
"
11
4-Let it
_
'hind
dress, phom mmitem age: mad
city
Phone ----a
SEE .11134 .THAP4N9 -92141031,E4•-•••••
wee* eiNMOleinice be the rime. five
1
14r- pit bowie
Distr. by United. Feature Syn.-eons,
ties on the Amusement Page next
7-Tn w•lit
years to: P.O. Box 1242, Avondale
oleo.
polnpeusly
I tc
•
to movie ads.
Station, Paducah, Kentucky. olec

3 BED ROCS& BRICK HOUSE
with garage, (JUNO, aeon& heat,
hardwood floors, colored bath fixtures. See 1618 Ryan. Call PL 3oa2c
5643.

Support The Tigers Tonight

WANTED
IBM

IBM

1.1•*,

.......:
Crw
•xLai

MAN OR WOMAN TO SERVICE
and collect from cigarette, zee and
other coin operated dispensers in
this area. This is a very good
position that can be worked full
or part-time. Person selected must
have good serviceable car and 10
or more spare hours per week and
$600.00 to 14,060.00 omen . capital.
Write giving name, address, telephone munlber and all details to
Boa 1116, Tulsa, Oklahotnia. 0,212ip

PPANt.rrei

LIFE
DOE5 HAVE 11'5

SOMETIMES
&ET
DISCOURA6ED

UPS AND DOAS,
YOU /34010...

OUT(t4•01/?g QOM,IT?:
4.)1411 C.ANT )44'l LIFE BE ALL
'UPC? IF I WANT ALL"UP'
WWWWIINALIM4A?

1134•lill
.

Mil

C.ANT I 4.!ST. MO
I DON'T WANT ANS?
FIiONV-01"- TJ ANOTHER
I JUST /
"DOWNS"!
"Ur ?t,d146eCAN'TW6OFAIIM,
WANT "UPS" AND ‘77.2%7.:'
AN"UP" TO AN elliP"?

A44

it

wlw.
01111111fie
-..ty

•T
ot
iel

Ø
W%.
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"tor

-.0•••••••••••lown

ABBIE

1
-(1•41,11
21
dbo'Z'
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•e
iry Rasbors

AN' SLATS
I---I LIKE YOU A LGT,
ALICA --AN AWFUL WT---

tt

-

Mr"

Seib Salfall

I DIDN'T THINK YOU DID. AND,
CHARLIE- I JUST HAPPEN MBE
DEEPLY IN LOVE WITH THAT
HOT-TEMPERED, SENTIMENTAL,
fr....
TRADiTiONI-BOUND YOUNG FOOL NORMAN, LORD BONDY,'
, 4,11AL11111“
P141.11
,
.
-19

i4t"
I ••

1

1111
)

by Ernie liambusiUse

NANCY

by AI

LIL' ABNER
THAR GOTTA BE_ A
WORLD
PLACE IN
FO'A BOY THET TELLS
NOT-IN'BUT TI-V TRUTH!'

-SO,AH HAIN'T GONNA
CHANGE VO,DEAR!!
AH'S GONNA CHANGE
TH'V.0"1.0

10-14;

-

•

,

Capp

HOPELE.SSL'i
,-ELFY0'
SOFT-HEARTED JOHN -PON EST?
S THIS
FOLKS SUSPECKS `r..). IS 'WI
THF.xl, HE
A MIZZUBLE. CROOK—AN' HO_ESSLY
WON'T•
HONEsT BC7i.f.
THEY IS RIGHT!!— uT
CHEAT NE!!
YO'KIN REGAIN CON HE'S
SOOMER
1.1I RED!!
CON FI DENC.E•-

".•••••••14•14%

--

TO

4
- t0

ay LeeLOOT.

LI

others to &tome from. Mafetheves
Trailer Sales, Highevey 45, Mayo23e
field.

Federal State Market 'News
Service, Friday, Oct. 19. Kentucky
PurchaseeArta Hog Market Report including 9 buying stations.
Receipts Thursday totaled 634
head. Today barrows and gilts are
steady. A few No. 1 180 to 220
lbs. $18.75. No. 1, 2, and 3 180
to-gee Jibe. $1625 to $16.60, mostly
$1.6.25; 245 to 270 lbs. $15.25 ti
$16.25; 275 'to 300 lb.. $14.00 to
$15.75; 150 to 175 lb.. $13.75 to
$16.35. No. 2 and 3 sows 300 t
600 tbs. $12.25 to $15.50. Soars all
weights $8.00 to $11.50.

...J.

ililvivalv,suipentexattiodegeLITIGEMI 01113B

fill
iP CLEAN"
JR WATCH
H SOUND!

GOOD USED SPINET PIANO.
Prefer light wood. Telephone PL
o22c
3-3724.

ATTENTION
Oct. 20th at 1:00 pm. Mostly
,will be sold
household furniture '
020e

HOC MARkET

OFFERED

It WILL KEEP ELDERLY WOMAN
home between 6:00 and 8:00
LOOK: GREEN ACRES TRAILER
o22c
753-4361.
Sales, Union City, Tennessee, new Pm. Call
and used mobele homes, all sizes,
nov16c
see us before you trade.
WANTED TO BUY

Y SELL TRADE RENT ;iIRE HELP

ins.
eeting will be bid
ovember 6, at 7 pin.

;lass Holds.
Tuesday At
oin Home —
I Maupin was hootre/brig of the Lydian
First
a Class of the
Tuesday

'SERVICES

NOTICE

ismwisslimal1111
r. and Mrs. Jimmy
meth Oakley, a nd

'
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CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOS

BOOK REVIEW:

Slaughter's Novel
Looks Into Future

•

The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

despot, Carlos Lopez,

The death of a
N°••21
--2 a century ago this autumn, brought

on another war to divide attention in Europe with
the Rebellion in the U S.A. Carlos Lopez, who died
Sept. 10, 1862, had been "president" of Paraguay
for 22 years without a free election.
Lopez kept all subdivisions of power and authority in his family and a son, Francisco Lopez, had
been major general and commander-in-chief of the
Paraguay army when only 18. It was expedient to
get Francisco out of the way when troubles arose
wtth Brazil over border claims, and father Lopez
sent Francisco to Europe as Padaguan minister to
France, Belgium and Switzerland. Tragically for
Paraguay, Francisco met in Paris an Irish charmer,
Eliza Lynch. She, divorced wife of a French officer
and companion of a Russian officer, saw in Francisco opportunities of improving her knowledge of
military ways and means.
There was a suspiciously short interval between
the return of Francisco to Acunsion with Eliza and
the elder Lopez's death. Anyway, a "congress"
called by Francisco immediately "elected" him his
father's successor. Induced by Elise to dream of
himself as a greater man than Bolivar--as another
Napoleon—Lopez became so aggressive that in 1884
Paraguay was involved in war not only with Brazil
but Argentina and Uruguay.
The war, fought 'largely In the jangles along the
Paraguay River, became a costly stalemate. It was
not resolved until balloons and a pilot with U. S.
Civil War experience were obtained by Brazilian
officers. This -air force' pin-pointed positions of
Paraguan forces for the attackers. As result, Lopez
was killed and the war brought to an end in 1870,
after six years of struggle. The population of Paraguay had been depleted from 1,300,000 to 221,000.
—CLARK KINNAIRD
Elise Lynch at the age of 20. from a photo
ln "Illustrated South Anierica„" by W. D. Boyce.

Reviewed By Mama Williams
In "Epidemic!" Frank G. Slaughter creates a masterpiece of suspense end realism. The story deals with
an epidemic of the anicent Black Death in Manhatten
in the year 1965.
Slaughter masterfully handles this story of 3.000.000
people caught in the grip of panic caused by---ikg
PLigue and the subversion of the communist-led undei$
world.
The reader is held spellbound as the tension moents
and one contemplates "this could really happen!"'
The city becomes infested with lice-bearing rats
from a tramp steamer docked in the city's. harbor.
The rats are drawr by the putrid odor of decaying
refuse caused by a strike of the sanitation union.
Person after person is infected in various ways and
thus begins an epidemic of the curse of the Middle
The fight against plague and subversion is led by
a young immunologist who. perhaps by ..cr.dent, bears
a close character and background resemblence to the
lire Dr. Tom Dooley_
The ishind is sealed oft from the rest of the. country
.in an attempt to arrest the disease and capture the
inopired mrdmin who secretly leads the conspirators.
"Epidemic!" is so seeped :n realism and the plausibility of such a seige that the reader is completely
convinced that "Epidemic!" could happen.

Support The Tigers Tonight

About 500 registered professional nurses were expected to attend the annual meeting of the
Kentucky State Association of
Registered Nurses on October 17,
18, and 19, in Louisville. All business and program meetings are
to be hAd at the Kentucky Hmel.

TRADE WITH....
••••••••• 41.

Six speciality groups will hold
simultaneous sessions on Wednesday afternoon and Friday morning. These state groups are: Private Duty, General Duty, Public
Health, Occupational Health, Nursing Service Administrators, and
Educational Administrators, Consultants, and Teachers.

emboi PARKER MOTORS helditefbently
Plaza 3-5273
Murray, Ky.
t.acta
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Oar Basins-es"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A NEW OA usrr carti

and

Among the program speakers
will be Mrs. Marjorie Glaser, Aserstant Director of Nursing Mu-,
cation, St. Joseph Infirmary, Louisville; Mrs. Louise Meyer, Chief
of Nursing Education, Illinois Depertmerst of Public Welfare.
Springfield, Illinois;' Miss Crete
Fraser, Director of Contir u:n
Education, College of Nu -sing,
University of Kentucky;

GET BIGGER RETURNS. —
FROM

Others are: Dr. Arthur .Keeney,1
Louisville; Mrs Marorie Tyler,
Executive Secretary, Kentucky I
Board of Nursing Education and,
Nurse Registration. Louisville, and
Mrs. Willetta Jones, Associate Executive Director for Sections.?
American Nurses Association, Nesv l
York.

The outstanding record of 300,000
man-hours of operations from Feb
ruary, 1980 to July 19e2 without a
single disabling injury. won special
recognition for the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation, Mayfield, from it, Workman's Compensation insurance carrier, Employers Mutuals of Wausau, Wausau, Wisconsin.
At the award ceremony, management for the electric system accepted a special plaque from Jack
E. Marble, Louisville, Kentucky,
safety
for the insurance
company.

USE THE ECONOMICAL TELLING POWER
OF THE DAILY -

* READERSHIP

TIGER COTINURS TRAINING

Recently a local firm issued,
through various media, a special
invitation to the public.

SAN FRANCISCO OPT — D ic ck
Tiger of Nigeria boxed three
rounds each against a trio of sparring partners Wednesday in preparation for his Oct. 23 title bout
with World Boxing Association
middleweight champion Gene Funnier

* PROFESSIONAL KNOW-HOW
* FOUR EXPERIENCED AD MEN TO
HELP YOU
* CORRECT AND TIMELY AD
BUILDING TOOLS

It asked everyone who came
ri • - uestion: -How did you learn
invitation?"

One Call Does All, When You Call

Aikik

Start .... 6:45

Open .... 6:00
*

TONITE and

YUL BRYNNER

'AMA&
ISM —AA
%VOW
SiLa
SUNDAY

&meg hat
&weir
TUESDAY

MON DAY
it 0s
• rierrif

is. LAVING

DIABOLICAL
AWIEKRER Of
t•-• ALL TIME!

illatfirge
Vforeefrit

people.

een TIE WPM

•

Clean.

Ha
. rdtap, Sharp. as a
1957 FORD 2-door'
brier,
1956 CHEVROLET 1
.
3
0etfr
4AC4r. N7-8,
automatic, power stettntl.
and white. Slick as a ‘thisilg.
1955 PONTIAC 2-door Hardtop, Ni.
1955 BUICK I -door, Clean,
1955 OLDSMOBILE Sup. 88 2-0. Hardtop. Double" power. Clean as a pin.
1955 FORD 4-door V-8, Automatic. Nice,
195.5 PONTIAC 4-door. Clean.
1955 OLDSMOBILE Soper 88 4-dr. HT.
Double p(m cr.
$200.00
1955 OLIISMOBILE 88 2-door Hardtop.
Nice.
1955 PONTIAC 4-door. Fair.

* 2 BRAND NEW 1962 OLDSMOBILES
* 1 1962 CADILLAC 62 SEDAN
ALL GOING AT BIG DISCOUNTS!!
BE SURE TO SEE THE NEW CARS SATURDAY
SEE — COOK SANDERS or WELLS PURDOM, JR.
• Deal Direct With Owners . . . No Commission To Pay •

SANDERS—PURDOM MOTOR SALES
1406 Main Street

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Yes, in amwer to your requests we
will deliver right to your door twice
a week! Courteous, convenient service.

Phone PL 3-5315

CALL
PLaza 3-

and

Saturdays

753 1916

5489

We appreciate your business and we
can supply all of your grocery needs.

HUMPHREYS' GRO.
Our Phone No. Listed in the Yellow Pages

Ninth and Sycamore

"NO AD IS TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL"

4;,.,.......•••••••••,,,

-

•••••••••116,••••••••••.

'I."...
*

SATURDAY*

— DOUBLE FEATURE —

1957 OLDSMOBILE 88 2-door Hardtop.
Charcoal and white, black and white
interior. 36,500 miles, one owner
Murray car. Slick as a whistle.

e

,•••••••••••••••••

MURRAY Driveiln Theatre

pin.
1959 OLDSMOBILE 98 4-dr. Solid white,
double power, air-conditioned, Murray car.- Clean as a pin.
1959 OLDSMOBILE 98 4-dr. Rose mistand white, double power, one owner.
Sharp as a brier.
1957 OLDSMOBILE 88 4-door Seda n.

DELIVERY ON

This ad ran only one time

•••

.

4 Miles South on 641

ior, one owner local car, Clean as a

Wednesdays

•••••,

MIDWAY CAFE

NEW DELIVERY SERVICE

1U0 per cent replied, -I read it
in the Ledger & Times."

THE MEDIA THAT TELLS
IS THE MEDIA THAT SELLS!

HOT BAR-B-QUE EVERY EVENING AT 61

cos/

During the presentation, Marble
attributed the fine achievement to
the system's accident prevention
efforts and strict adherence to the
basic fundamentals of safe operating procedure.

"Typical" Example

CALL 753-9182
PLATE LUNCHES SERVED
COUNTRY STYLE
On Sunday and Monday Only

invicta. Black
1960 BUICK
with white top, all power, red inter-

rngineer

LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY AND FRIDAY OF EVERY WEEK

UNBELIEVABLE!
••.011RPRICRfars_Poosiv

itEA Receives
Safety Award

ADVERTISING...

CUSTOM BAR-B-QUING

Mrs. Dors-al Hendon, President
of District Thirteen will be attending this meeting to represent
this district.

„

Y011

— Mrs. Elea- t EULLYWOOD 11111i - Actor Char'
NEW YORK
nor Roosevelt was reported in les Laughton was reported in -fair
"good condition" today at Colum- condition" today at Ceders of Lebbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, anon Hospital where he is recupwhere she has been hospitalized erating from major surgery far
since Sept. 26 with a lung infec- cancer of the spine performed
nearly three months ago.
tion.
Doctors said the 83-year-old enThe former Fine Lady, 78, was
"cheerful and active" Tuesday, tertainer was holding his own, but•
reading some of the messages of his condition still remained the
encouragement she has received. subject of much concern.

The opening business meeting
%%MS held on Wednesday MA-fling. The key-note address was
given by the Honorable J oh n
B. Breckinridge, Attorney General of the Commonwealth of i
Kentucky on Wednesday evening. I
The annual banquet was on
Thursday evening with the Reverend William Slider, Louisville,
as speaker.

!elected. Re-elected as Chairman Paris Landing State Park where
was Dale Sykes Post 45, Army' they had dinner in the Dining
Thurman Post 45 via elected Vice room there. After taking the long
;Chairman and :tanley Jewell Post way home the boys carried their
45 re-elected Secretary.
Wee aorne by 11:00 p m
Attending the meeting for the
This was just a sample of the
First time AI., the av.ily organized activities that Post 45 have planned
I Post 60 of Dexter. ?,)
for the coming year. Others are
the Fall Camporee to be held at
The Explcrer District Cabinet
hayride
3
for
host
Po,i! 15 was
Kentucky Lake Scout Reserva-nee:ing was held st the First Me- !which was held to interest new the
Oct. 28, 27, 27, a Progressive
hoist Church of Murray -October members in Exploring as part of tion
Dinner Party in January. a Valenwhich
:to At this meeting the DizArint of- !the Go-Round-up of Scouting
tine Party in Feiruary and others.
went to
ficere for the coming year . weire began last . month. They
Next summer they have plans
to attend Philmont Scout Reservation in New Mexico and to visit
eoints cf interest in the west.
ong these will be Carlsbad Cav....s and The_Grand.C114)0n. -Work
pr,..e'cis to raise money of this
trip will include a car wash in
November and a Pancake Breakfasts in December.
Post 45 will be the host Post for
the Ciiinnis' Now Conference to
be hFld at Murray State College
Skielaittsic •2I-24-25,

HOLDING HIS OWN

MitS. FDR IMPROVES

Registered
Nurses Meet
To End Today

Explorer Meet 1
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